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You were born with a creative spark inside. Do you look at yourself now and wonder if the spark has

gone out? Ignite that inner fire with the 30 engaging exercises, fun activities, inspirational images,

and motivating ideas in this book. Learn what your Little Spark of creative passion looks like, how to

capture it, and how to make room for it in your life. Read the book cover-to-cover and use it as a

month-long creative roadmap, or just dip into the exercises as your time and inclination allow. Either

way, you will change your life.
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This book is full of bite-sized nuggets to nurture and inspire your creativity. Treat yourself to a night

on the couch, perhaps a glass of wine? and savor each page -- filled with beautiful photos and ideas

that you can put into practice right away. This book also makes a great gift for a friend, sister,

mother, aunt, babysitter -- or anyone who could benefit from a little creative boost. Carrie is a real

life creativity enabler, and also my friend. My kids have made paper lanterns, tooth fairy pillows and

junk sculptures from her "bits and bobs" studio drawer. My daughter has traced her quilting patterns



to make art for her bedroom walls. I myself have gone to many of her vision board workshops,

where I enjoyed the community and conversation just as much as the cutting and pasting. I think my

favorite tip is the jar of markers. I now have a jar of Sharpie markers on my desk at work, and just

looking at it puts me in a more creative frame of mind. Okay -- you've spent enough time reading my

little review. Now go order this book and enjoy the new spark it brings to your life!

This is a great book to get you back into the creative spirit. It's no pressure, has tons of awesome

tips, and reads well. I can't stand when books aren't well written, but this one is superb. It got me

back into throwing pots again - so, a sucessful purchase, for sure!

I love this book. I first saw it while perusing through a book store and decided to order it. I am glad I

did. There are so many areas to really challenge what you think about yourself and your current

perspective. If you need to be shaken up in a good way this book will do it. Makes me want to get up

and work on things I have quit on. It reignites the fire that so many artists and creative people lose

from getting bogged down by negativity and just life in general. Take advantage of the areas to write

ideas and keep a pencil handy and save this for when you have quite time. It is good to be able to

really answer some questions for yourself.

This was a fabulous book! I read it cover to cover the day it arrived. So many great ideas...I'm going

to start at the beginning and spend the next 30 days working through it. I've never realized I could

live creatively and not just focus on the end result! This is the most fun and helpful book I've read in

years! Five stars for sure!

Hi Carrie Thanks for writing a wonderful book I'm sure you've gotten many complements on it

already and I want to add mine. I love the book, its beautifully written, great pictures and I feel it's

very profound effect on me. Thank you again for the book and expressing yourself so honestly, it

speaks to me in so many ways. I wanted to let you know this now as sometimes like the hint of

inspiration it can just go down as a good intention and never get done. I am loving it and feel its

message in every fiber of my being. Congratulations on a wonderful book and all that it is. Hugs

Miriam

I just started this tonight, and I LOVE it already! Only a few pages in, and I'm so inspired. I hope Ms.

Bloomston is planning on writing another volume on creativity, as I feel I will quickly finish this book,



and be wanting more!So happy I went ahead and bought this.

This book has such great information and will truly spark your creativity. It was very well written. I

loved it so much that I gave a few to friends and relatives for the holidays. A "must have" book

created by a wonderful new author. I hope she creates more books.

Fun to read, well written....a joyful book that INSPIRES!!! I bought only one, initially,then reordered 4

others for my daughter-in-laws and friends.
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